Abstract-Examination timetabling problem is a nontrivial task due to its NP-hard nature as well as the involvement of numerous constraints. Moreover, solving capacitated examination timetabling is more challenging compared to uncapacitated one. This paper implements graph heuristic with hill climbing search to solve the capacitated examination timetabling considering partial examination assignment concepts. The algorithm starts with ordering all the exams according to graph heuristic approach and then partial exams are considered for construction. Afterwards, the qualities of these exams are improved using hill climbing search. The entire process continues until scheduling all the exams. The effects of different graph heuristic orderings and exam assignment values on the quality of the solutions are studied. We test the proposed approach on ITC2007 benchmark exam datasets which contains highly constraint capacitated datasets. Experimental results reveal that the approach is able to produce quality solutions for all datasets and competitive results with competition results.
I. INTRODUCTION
The examination timetabling problem has received much attention in the last 40 years due to its highly constraint nature. Examination timetable problem can be defined as assigning a set of exams to a set of timeslots and rooms aiming to satisfy a set of constraints. These constraints are categorized into hard constraints and soft constraints. Hard constraints are those constraints that must be satisfied for the examination timetable to be accepted (referred to as feasible solution), while soft constraints need to be satisfied as much as possible. The soft constraints are usually defined by an objective function or penalty function, which is used to determine the quality of the timetable.
The examination timetabling problem can be categorized as capacitated and un-capacitated. In un-capacitated problem, room capacity is not considered, while in capacitated variant, room capacity is considered as hard constraint. It is observed in the literature that most of the researchers concentrate more on un-capacitated datasets (i.e. Toronto dataset) compared to capacitated datasets. Recently, the second International Timetabling Competition (ITC2007) datasets has received considerable attention due to the fact that it is a capacitated dataset and closely resembles a real world problem with lots of constraints.
Various meta-heuristic approaches have been used to solve the timetabling problems. This includes graph heuristic [1], tabu search [2] , simulated annealing [3] , great deluge [4] , late acceptance hill climbing [5] , evolutionary algorithms [6] [7] [8] , constraint programming [9] , casebased reasoning [10] , fuzzy methodologies [11] and many other approaches.
In this work, we present partial exam assignment with graph heuristic and hill climbing approach to solve the ITC2007 examination timetabling problem. The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: Section II describes in details about the ITC2007 examination datasets and section III represents related works on that datasets. Our proposed approach and the experimental setup are described in section IV and section V respectively. The experimental results and discussions on the obtained results are presented in section VI. Finally, conclusions are discussed and future works are highlighted in section VII.
II. ITC2007 EXAM TRACK
The ITC2007 examination datasets has been established to facilitate researchers to carry out exploration on real world examination timetabling problem to minimize the gap between theory and practice. The ITC2007 examination dataset contains eight instances (see Table I ) and also contains numerous complex hard and soft constrains. Referring to Table I , A1 is the number of students registered, A2 shows the number of exams, A3 is the number of timeslots, A4 indicates number of available rooms, A5 is the period hard constraints, A6 is the room hard constraints and A7 is the conflict density. The main objective of solving these instances is to satisfy the hard constraints and minimize the soft constraints violation (penalty) as much as possible in order to produce a good quality timetable. The objective function can be formularized as in eq.1 [12] .
Where W indicates related weights for each soft constraints and S defines set of students. Table II describes associated weight for ITC2007 examination datasets. Note that associated weights are not included in and in the equation. This is because these associated weights are included already in their definition. More details description of this examination track as well as their objective function can be found in [12] [13] .
III. RELATED WORKS ON ITC2007 DATASETS
Since the introduction of the second International Timetabling Competition (ITC2007), there has been an increase in the number of papers reported in solving this datasets. During the first introduction of the datasets (i.e. competition), five best algorithms producing quality solutions have been reported and can be found in http://www.cs.qub.ac.uk/itc2007/winner/finalorder.htm.
Muller proposed a three-phased approach to solve the ITC2007 examination timetable track [14] . Initially, a feasible solution was generated using iterative forward search algorithm. An improvement of the solution was done using hill climbing and then with great deluge algorithm. This approach produced best results for most of the datasets and scored first placed in the competition. Gogos approach combined GRASP with other meta-heuristic approaches including tabu search, hill climbing and simulated annealing which produced the second best results [15] . Atsuta et al. [16] applied constraint satisfaction problem solver that incorporated tabu search and iterated local search approaches and they were ranked third in that competition. De Smet [17] proposed local search techniques (tabu search) within the Drools solver, an Open-Source Business Rule Management System (BRMS) to solve the ITC2007 datasets, whereas Pillay [18] proposed cell division approach inspired from a biological concept. These two approaches were placed 4 th and 5 th positions respectively in the competition. After the competition, numerous attempts have been reported in the scientific literature for solving the ITC2007 examination datasets. McCollum et al. used a two-phased approach where exam solutions were constructed using an adaptive heuristic. In the next phase, extended great deluge (a variant of the great deluge algorithm) improved the solution quality [19] . They ran the experiments longer hours than the competition time and produced best results for some of the datasets. Gogos et al. improved their multistaged algorithmic process which had been used during the competition and achieved better result than their previous works [20] . Evolutionary approach like hybridizing bee colony optimization with local search and adaptive mechanism in selecting neighborhood have recently proposed by [21] . Graph coloring approaches such as linear combinations of graph coloring heuristics in adaptive manner with heuristic modifier [22] 
hyper-heuristic [23] were also proposed to solve the ITC2007examiantion timetabling problem.
IV. METHODOLOGY
The process of producing examination timetable starts with generating the initial feasible solutions by satisfying the hard constraints. This is frequently done using graph heuristic ordering approach. Next, the solution qualities are improved aiming to minimize the soft constraint violations. Various meta-heuristic algorithms [4] [24] [25] [26] are utilized for achieving this goal. However, it is observed that in the above approach, the quality of initial solution significantly affect the final improved solution quality, with bad initial solution distracting the search from focusing on finding good quality solution [4] . Therefore, we proposed a partial exam assignment using graph heuristics with hill climbing (referred to as partial GH-HC) to solve the examination timetabling problem in order to produce a good quality solution. This partial ordering with improvement strategy works as follows.
A. Steps one -Partial exam construction with graph heuristics
In this step, graph heuristic ordering strategy is used to construct an initial solution. Graph coloring heuristic is one of the popular sequential approaches to generate the initial solution. The examination timetabling problem can be represented as graph coloring problem where examinations are shown by vertices and hard constraints (i.e. conflict between exams) are shown by edges between the vertices. Here contiguous vertices have different color and color of the vertices indicate different timeslots in the timetable. This method is based on ordering strategy where exam with most 'difficulty' is chosen for scheduling first so that finally a feasible solution can be obtained. The graph heuristic orderings used are as follows:
• Largest degree (LD): order the exam on the basis of the largest number of conflicting examinations.
• Largest weighted degree (LWD): order the exams based on the number of students in conflict.
• Largest enrollment (LE): order the exams based on the largest number of registered students.
• Saturation degree (SD): order the exam based on the number of remaining timeslots; exams with the least number of available periods in the timetable are given higher priority for schedule first.
Afterwards, partial exams are selected from the total exams based on the exam assignment value. Exam assignment value indicates the number of exams is scheduled at a time and we experiment with the different number of exam assignment value. These exams are then scheduled to the timeslots and rooms satisfying the hard constraints. Due to the fact that the ITC2007 contains many constraints, we include a mechanism to guarantee feasible solution. We use two mechanisms to handle unscheduled exam. In our first approach, when a particular exam cannot be scheduled, it is considered as complex exam. We then select a timeslot which has less conflicted exams with the complex exam. The conflicting exams are moved to a different timeslots providing feasibility should be preserved. If it is successful, this so-called 'complex exam' is assigned to the selected timeslot and room. Otherwise, we take the next less-conflicted timeslot and do the same process until all available timeslots are checked. When this repairing mechanism fails, that is if the complex exam fails for scheduling, we implement the second mechanism by including it in a complex exam list and in the next attempt these complex exams are scheduled first.
B. Steps two -hill climbing as improvement
In this step, hill climbing (HC) is used to improve the partial scheduled exam with the aim of satisfying the soft constraint (i.e. minimizing the penalty value). In other words, it is used to reduce the penalty cost. Hill climbing approach is preferred because it does not require any parameter settings and produces solution quickly although it has the tendency of trapping in local optima. In hill climbing algorithm, a candidate solution is accepted providing it has better or equivalent cost than the current one. In our approach, neighbourhood structures are used to generate the candidate solutions.
Finally, step one and two repeats for the next batch of partial exams to be scheduled and these scheduled exams are then improved using hill climbing method. The entire process repeats until all exams have been scheduled. Figure  1 shows the flowchart of the partial exam assignment with graph heuristic and hill climbing.
V. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
We experiment with eight instances from the ITC2007 examination track. The examination assignment value is selected based on the percentage of total number of exams. For example, with 10% exam assignment value with 184 exams, only 18 exams are selected for scheduling at one time. For each problem instance, we experiment with two exam assignment values which are 5% and 10% from the total number of exams. Moreover, we experiment three graph heuristics which include SD(LD),SD(LWD),SD(LE). Each experiment is run for 30 times using different random seeds. The neighborhood operations employed in the improvement phase are as follows: N 2 , N 3 and N 4 ) is selected randomly and applied only if the solution is feasible, otherwise a different neighborhood structure is selected. We set the termination criterion at 10 minutes as this condition was used in the ITC2007-second exam timetable competition. Finally, we code entire In this section, we highlight our results. Table III shows our results obtained using the proposed method and comparison the results with traditional graph heuristic and improvement with hill climbing (referred to as traditional GH-HC). In the traditional GH-HC, we conducted experiment using six (6) graph heuristic ordering strategies (i.e. LD, LWD, SE, SD(LD),SD(LWD), SD(LE)), each with 30 runs and taking the best solution as initial solution. This solution was then improved using hill climbing. It is observed from Table III that all problem instances, partial GH-HC outperforms traditional GH-HC. The partial GH-HC approach is able to produce and improve the solution qualities for all of the datasets and is able to generate as high as 53.68% of improvement for Exam_3 datasets. It is also observed that small exam assignment value performs better compared to large exam assignment value in producing quality solutions. This is because using small exam assignment value, the scheduled exams undergo more improvement iteration, and thus, reduce the objective function value.
Table IV compares the proposed approach with the result from the literature. Overall, our proposed method is able to produce quality solutions for all eight problem instances, with one case, Exam_6, achieving the best result. In comparison with [18] , our approach is able to produce better results in six instances. [17] produces better result than our approach, but for three instances it fails to produce feasible solution. Also, for five instances we get better results compared to [16] . However, we extended the termination criteria to 1hour and the proposed algorithm was able to produce better results than the results shown in table IV. The results obtained using 10 minutes and 1 hour run are shown in table V.
The advantages of our proposed method are that it requires less parameter settings. During the graph heuristic phase exam assignment value is needed, whereas the improvement phase (HC) requires no parameter setting unlike other meta-heuristic approaches. Moreover, our approach maintains feasible solutions for all datasets. In this paper, we present a partial graph heuristic with hill climbing (partial GH-HC) approach to address the capacitated exam timetabling problem. Hence, the approach is applied to the examination timetabling track of the International Timetabling Competition (ITC2007) datasets. The result shows that the method produces better results than the traditional GH-HC approach, and competitive results compared to the literature. Furthermore, based on our results, using lesser exam assignment value tends to produce better results. For future work, the partial graph heuristic with other improvement algorithms such as great deluge algorithm, simulated annealing will be considered to further examine the efficiency on ITC2007 examination track.
